Press release

GlobalExam introduces virtual classes:
its new speaking practice tool

Paris, 31st March 2021 - today GlobalExam, the specialist EdTech for highly personalised
language training, launches virtual classes.
Offered within the Business English solution and designed for people wanting to improve
their Business English skills, this helps everyone use the e-learning-based speaking
practice tool to reinforce their knowledge.
Human and technical resources for speaking success
GlobalExam virtual classes are led by certified, native-speaker coaches on specific
business-related topics.
The two formats on offer:
-

Group lessons: hour-long sessions in groups of up to 6 people. Topics are outlined
beforehand and relevant to the learners’ daily professional lives. Two tutors are on
hand to provide exemplary support.

-

Private lessons: 30-minute sessions with real-life role plays adapted to the
learner's goals and needs. The classes are organised by a specific coach who is
available 24/7.

In addition to qualified tutors and tailor-made progress tracking, virtual classes use a
collaborative white board, content sharing and, sometimes, exercises in smaller groups to
encourage as much interactivity as possible.
“Our virtual classes correspond with our desire to offer everyone the chance to effectively
learn a language, despite the current public health situation,” said Charle-Eliott
Debourdeau, CEO and Founder of GlobalExam. “We wish to offer a thorough and
effective solution where fun leads to success”.

GlobalExam virtual classes are now available through the Business English platform.
Groups classes are included in the Business English subscription and private classes are
optional.
About GlobalExam:
Developed in 2013, GlobalExam is specialist EdTech for highly personalised language training. Its
mission is to use individualised support to give everyone the chance to accomplish their goals,
whether they are personal or professional.
Its tailor-made learning method makes it possible to evaluate and improve language levels in order
to meet set goals.
GlobalExam encompasses more than 35 exams in 5 languages and has nearly 50 occupation- and
industry-adapted courses available on an intuitive e-learning platform.
GlobalExam’s promises of success, fun and confidence now assist more than 1.5 million
GlobalPlayers in 80 countries and more than 1,300 companies, training bodies and graduate
schools.
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